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ABSTRACT

A variety of heat transfer problems arise in the design of the Su-

perconducting Super Collider (SSC). One class of problems is to
minimize heat leak from the ambient to the SSC rings, since the

rings contain superconducting ma_,mets maintained at a temper-
ature of 4 K. Another arises from the need to dump the beam of

protrons (traveling around the SSC rings) on to absorbers during
an abort of the collider. Yet another category of problems is the

cooling of equipment to dissipate the heat generated during op-
eratlon. An overview of these problems and sample heat transfer

results are given in this paper.

INTRODUCTION

Figure l gives a birds-eye-view of the Dallas/Fort Worth area

and the SSC main underground tunnel. The 87 km circumfer-
ence tunnel will contain two main rings of magnets and other

components [ 1].
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Figure 2 shows a cross-section of the main tunnel. Two counter-

rotating beams of protons will travel inside the two main rings at

nearly the speed of light. Collision of these beams under con-

trolled conditions is expected to yield new sub-atomic particles

that will unravel mysteries of the origins of the universe.

The purpose of this paper is to give an overview of some of the

heat transfer problems that arise in the design of the SSC and

present sample heat transfer results.

CLASSIFICATION OF HEAT TRANSFER PROBLEMS

The heat transfer problems encountered at SSC can be classified
{based upon their applications} into the following categories:

3.1 Heat Leak

Minimization of heat leak from the ambient to the components of

the SSC main and High Energy Booster rings {that span a total

route length of 185 km}. The interior of these components is

maintained at 4 K, since they contain superconducting magnets.

Therefore, minimizing heat leak can lower refrigeration costs.

References [2] through [6] are a small sample of the vast amount

research reported on this subject.

3.2 Beam Absorption

Absorption of the beam of protons by depositing the beam on to
absorbers may be necessary during commisioning of the SSC

rings or during an abort of the rings [7]. Under accident condi-
tions the beam could be deposited on to the superconducting

magnets itself [8]. In addition, during beam deposition on to tar-

get materials (for physics experiments), a similar heat transfer

problem arises.

3.3 Cooling of Equipment

Different equipment generate heat during their operation. The

heat must be carried away by an optimum cooling system that

does not jeopardise the various operational specifications of the

equipment.
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4.0 HEAT LEAK INTO THE SPOOL PIECE

4.1 Description

Figure 3 shows one of the components of the SSC rings, the
spool piece [1]. At the spool piece, cryogen (helium and nitrogen)
lines enter and leave the rings. The spool piece also contains
safety valves for the cryogen tubing and in addition performs
numerous other functions.

The spool piece is also characterized by a complex geometry with
numerous heat flow paths between the ambient and the 4 K in-
terior. Therefore, accurately predicting heat leak into the spool

piece is a challenging task.

At steady state, the flow of heat into the spool piece from the am-
bient will be carried away by cryogen flowing at three tempera-
ture levels, namely 80 K, 20 K and 4 K. The cryogen at 80 K is
liquid nitrogen, at 20 K it is gaseous helium and at 4 K it is liq-
uid helium. The maximum temperature rise in the 4 K cryogen
line is fractions of a degree kelvin, while in the 20 and 80 K cryo-

gen lines, it is about 8 K.

4.2 Model Assumptions and Solution Details

In order to estimate the heat leak from the spool piece, the fol-

lowing simplifying assumptions were made:

l} heat flow through conduction paths is steady and one-dimen-
sional,

2) residual gas conduction across the vacuum spaces Is ac-
counted for,

3) thermal radiation across the vacuum spaces is taken into ac-

count,

4) thermo-physical properties are a function of temperature,

5) natural convection of the cryogen in valves is neglected.

Numerous other secondary assumptions were made for the con-
venience of the analysis but are omitted here in the interests of

brevity.

The conduction calculations were made using integral tables,
while the effects of thermal radiation was accounted for by
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means of simple calculations based on more detailed and accu-

rate calculations [9]. The effect of residual gas conduction was

based on empirical expressions [ 10].

4.3 Results

Table 1 summarizes the heat leak results for one of the many

spool piece variants at SSC. Of greatest concern is the heat leak
at the 4 K level since refrigeration costs are higher at lower tem-

peratures. Table l shows that the total heat leak into the 4 K

cryogen is nearly 9 W with the copper instrumentation leads ac-

counting for more than 5 W.

A detailed thermal resistance analysis [6,9], possibly using avail-

able software in the market, may improve the accuracy of the
heat leak estimates. Research has shown that natural convec-

tion flows of the stagnant cryogen in the valves may contribute

to heat leak [ I I, 12]. This assumption may have to be relaxed.

Efforts are also underway to obtain measurements of the heat
leak. More details of the calculations reported here can be ob-

tained by contacting the principal author of this paper.

BEAM ABSORBER

5.1 Description

Figure 4 shows a schematic of an iron absorber for the SSC lin-

ear accelerator (LINAC). The beam of protons has an elliptic
cross-section, with 2 mm and 20 mm axes, and is incident on

the front surface of the absorber. Within the absorber, the ener-

gy of the protons is converted into internal energy of the absorb-

er through a sequence of physics processes, the theory about
which is available elsewhere [13].

The calculation of the energy deposition rates is accomplished

by the most recent version of the MARS software [I 4]. As the

beam penetrates the absorber, it assumes a cone shape and the

energy deposition is correspondingly over a three-dimensional

conical region within the absorber. The apex of the cone is at the
point of incidence on the front surface of the absorber and the
axis of the cone coincides with the axis of the beam. At the axis

of the beam, the energy deposition rate is 4 orders of magnitude

greater than at a radial distance of I cm. Thus high thermal

stresses can be expected at the axis.
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Thus, the problem here is to determine the duration of beam
deposition that is permissible without exceeding the peak tem-
perature and stress limit for a given absorber material.

5.2 Model Assumptions and Solution Details

The assumptions made to determine the peak temperature and
stresses in the absorber were:

I) heat conduction is transient and three-dimensional,

2) heat generation rates are a function of t, x, y and z,

3) thermo-physical properties are temperature dependent.

The problem was solved using ANSYS and computer times of the

order of I day were required on the HP-730 workstation for each
calculation.

5.3 Results

Figure 5 shows the peak temperature and stresses versus time

for an iron absorber core for two different beam deposition sce-

narios. The scenarios were determined based on physics consid-
erations [I 5]. Peak temperature and von-mises stress limits of

500 C and 200 MPa were specified, keeping in view the melting

point of iron which is approximately 1500 C [ 16] and the yield

point of iron under tension which is approximately 200 to 500
MPa [17].

The operational scenario (solid lines on Figure 5), involves a l

GeV (giga electron volts) beam of protons impinging on the ab-
sorber in a series of pulses. Each pulse has a 7 micro-second

duration and the corresponding current over that duration is 25
mA. The frequency of the pulses is I0 Hz. Further, the pulses ar-

rive at the absorber in batches of 7, spanning 0.7 seconds. Each

batch of 7 pulses is separated by a 6.3 second time interval from

neighbouring batches. Thus, there are 7 pulses every 7 seconds.

For the operational scenario, the beam can be deposited on the

absorber for 16 hrs without exceeding the above limits. There-

fore, for the given scenarios, an iron sbsorber should be suffi-

cient. Details of this work will be published shortly.
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6.0 LIQUID COOLED RF-CAVITY TUNER

6.1 Description

Figures 6a and 6b show typical low energy booster radio fre-

quency {r0 cavity. The function of the cavity is to accelerate the
proton beam to higher energy levels [1].

Figure 7 shows a sectional view of an if-cavity tuner. There are 4
ferrtte disks of 25 mm thickness each, separated by 5 mm spac-

es. {Note, Figures 6a and 6b show 5 ferrites, while Figure 7 con-
siders a configuration with 4 ferrltes.} Coolant flows through the

spaces between the ferrites to dissipate the heat generated in the

ferrltes, and in the walls of the tuner housing during the opera-

tion of the H-cavity. Note the location of the coolant inlets and

exits on Figures 6a through 7. The coolant inlets are diametri-
cally opposite the exits.

The problem is to design an optimum cooling system that pre-

vents high temperatures in the ferrites and the coolant. If the

peak temperature in the ferrites approaches its curie tempera-

ture {125 C} then its magnetic properties are affected. Similarly,

the peak temperature in the coolant should not approach its

boiling point. In the case of one of the coolants considered here,

the Galden Heat Transfer Liquid, the boiling point was 110 C.
Details of this work are available elsewhere [ 18].

6.2 Model Assumptions and Solution Details

The following assump1:ions were made in the analysis [l 8]:

I) the heat transfer in the coolant and the flow field are steady,
incompressible, three-dimensional and turbulent,

2) natural convection is included,

3) heat conduction in the ferrites is three-dimensional,

4) heat generation in the ferrites, coolant and copper is included,

5} the thermo-physical properties of the coolant and ferrite are
constant,

6} geometric complexities neglected.

Due to reflective symmetry, two symmetry planes were identified
normal to the axial and azimuthal directions, each of which bi-
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sected the tuner to two mirror-image halves [18]. Thus the com-
putational domain encompased only one-fourth of the tuner
shown on Figures 6a and 6b.

The problem was solved using the PHOENICS computational flu-
id dynamics (CFD} package. About 25,000 cells were used and
computer times of several days was needed on the HP-730 work-

station [18]. No comparisons of calculations with measurements
have been made. When such data become available in the fu-

ture, comparisons will be made. No grid dependence studies
were made due to the enormous computer resources involved.

6.3 Results

Figure 8 illustrates a typical flow field on the axial-direction

symmetry plane. Clearly the coolant prefers the path of least re-

sistance along the annular passage between the ferrites and the

tuner housing. Reducing the annular gap can induce the coolant
to flow into the interior where cooling is needed.

The isotherms (also on the axial-direction plane of symmetry) of

Figure 9 show a reclrculation region. The peak ferrite tempera-
tures were located there.

The isobars {near the side wall of the housing] of Figure I0 show

that the bulk of the pressure drop in the fluid occurs near the
exits.

In summary, the peak ferrite and coolant temperatures were

sensitive to: coolant flow rate, coolant inlet temperature, inlet

and exit areas, number of inlets and exits and the annular gap
[ 18]. The calculations also indicated that natural convection ef-

fects played an important role in lowering the local temperatures
in the coolant and ferrite[18,19].

The sensitivity studies helped influence the design of the cooling
system.

7.0 SOLID COOLED RF-CAVITY TUNER

7.1 Description

A solid-cooled version of the rf-cavity described above was evalu-
ated. Disks of Beryllium Oxide (BeO} or Aluminum Nitride

(alnide} were placed in the coolant spaces between the ferrites
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(Figure 7) as shown on Figure 11 [20]. Five ferrite disks are used
in this case (Figure I I) versus four in the earlier liquid cooled
case. Good thermal contact between the BeO (or alnide) disks
and the ferrlte disks was facilitated by having a film of goop (a
glue) between them. The glue also helped reduce thermal stress-
es in the ferrites and BeO (or alnide). Details of this work can be
found in Reference [20].

Due to the high thermal conductivity of the BeO (286 W/mC) or
the alnide (170 W/mC) compared to that of the ferrite (5.5 W/
mC), the heat generated in the ferrites was transported to the
housing walls by the BeO and aknide. At the housing walls the
heat is removed by flowing a coolant such as water within tubes
brazed on the outside of the housing. Thus, the BeO and alnide
disks serve as paths of low thermal resistance that carry the
heat away from the ferrites [20].

The problem involves heat conduction through complex geome-
tries, with dissimilar solids bonded together. Therefore, the peak
temperatures and stresses in the solids have to be determined.

It is important that the peak temperatures in the ferrites not ap-
proach its curie temperature (125 C) and the peak stresses in

the ferrites, BeO and alnide yield a safety factor of at least 3

compared with the strengths of the respective materials. Table 2
shows the relevant strengths of the different materials.

7.2 Model Assumptions and Solution Details

The following assumptions were made:

l) transient, three-dimensional heat conduction,

2) heat generation rates vary with time and radius,

3) properties are constant.

The problem was solved using ANSYS and cpu times of several

hrs were required on the HP-730 workstation for each case.

7.3 Results

Figures 12a and 12b show the computational domain from two
different views. Notice the ferrites, BeO, copper housing wails

and copper ribs outside the housing. The complexity of the ge-

ometry is evident.
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Table 2 shows steady state temperature and stress results ob-
tained for a typical case. Use of BeO gave the lowest peak tem-
perature and stresses for all the cases considered. Use of alnides
came second while the non-use of either BeO or alnide had the
highest peak temperatures and stresses. In summary, solid cool-
Ing the tuner using BeO was found to be feasible from a thermal

and stress perspective. Details are available elsewhere [20].
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Table 2: Thermal/stress results of solid cooled low energy

•booster rf-cavity tuner
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Figure 1: Topograph/c and geologic profile along ring circumference [1].

Figure 2: Cross section of the main S$C tunnel
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Figure 5: Peak temperatures and stresses in the LINAC beam absorber
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Figure fia: Representative low energy booster d-cavity
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Fisure 6b: Representative low energy booster rf-cavity - sectional view
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i 3'7.0 mm

COPPER

2.5.0 mm

Figure 7: Sectional view of liquid-cooled low energy booster rf cavity tuner

Figure 8: Velocity field on the axial direction symmetry plane
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Figure 9: Coolant isotherms on the axial direction symmetry plane

Figure 10: Isobars near the side wall of the housing
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171 mm
CHANNELS

r = 295

ALNIDE or BEO
5 mm

Losses Averaged Over
LEB Accelermting CJq_
ToUd Tuner Losses = 5132 W

25 mm

2 mm all around

r= 140 6 mm all _round

Figure 11: Sectional view of soUd cooled low energy booster if-cavity tuner

kO

FERRITES

Figure 12a: (%mputational domain for the solid cooled low energy booster d-cavity tuner- view I
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Figure 32b: Computational domain for the solid cooled low energy booster rf-cavity tuner - view 2
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